A CONVERGENCE THEOREM FOR A CERTAIN CLASS
OF MARKOFF PROCESSES 1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to generalize, by means of an approach due to S. Karlin [9] , a theorem originally obtained by Bellman, Harris and Shapiro [1] which may be stated in the following way:
A system is considered whose state may be described by a point t in the interval [0, 1] . A probability measure μ is given for the initial state of the system. At the end of each unit interval of time, one of the transformations A ot A 1 is applied to the state t with probabilities Φύ(ί)f Φi(0 respectively, where φ o (£) + φi(£) = l. The transformations are defined by (1.1) A Q t=λ Q t, Λί=
The assumption is made that (1.2) φ o (*) = l-ί, φ 1 
(t)=t.
It is clear that (1.1) and (1.2) ensure that the end-points of the interval [0, 1] are absorbing, that is, if the state of the system is either 0 or 1, it remains so. Let Tμ be the probability measure at the end of the first unit interval. It is then proved that as n~> oo, T n μ (that is, the probability distribution for the state of the system at time n) converges in distribution to a distribution concentrated at the points 0, 1 and the form of this limiting distribution which depends on μ is obtained.
The motivation for the consideration of such a system arose from certain learning models introduced by Bush and Mosteller. These are described in detail in their recent book [2] . (Condition (1.2) means that the state of the system may be identified with the probability of applying A x ).
The methods used in [1] to obtain the convergence of T n μ are probabilistic. Karlin [9] considers the space of continuous functions on the unit interval and obtains a bounded operator U on this space whose adjoint is T. A convergence theorem is obtained for U n and the result is translated into the adjoint space (that is, the space of measures) to obtain the required result.
Karlin [9] also considers cases where (1.2) no longer holds and obtains for a wide class of non-absorbing models the convergence of T n μ to a distribution which is independent of μ. These do not concern us here as the object is to consider only a class of absorbing problems, where of course the final distribution depends on the initial distribution.
We conclude this section by stating a well-known theorem [8] . (and lattice isomorphic) to the conjugate space of (£(£?), the correspondence being given by (1.5) (
x, μ)=\ X(t)dμ(t).
J Ω 2 Description of the process. Let Ω be a compact metric space with metric p. Since Ω satisfies the second axiom of countability, the concepts of Baire and Borel measures coincide, and thus since the former are always regular [5] , we have that the set Wl(Ω) of Theorem 1.1 consists of all the completely-additive (finite) set functions defined on the Borel sets of Ω.
Let {rj be a countable sets of points in Ω and {A t } a corresponding set of continuous transformations of Ω into itself with the following properties Let μ(Z?) be a probability measure defined on the Borel sets of Ω, giving the probability distribution of the initial state of the system. Our process consists in applying at every unit interval of time one of the transformations {A t } 9 A % being applied with probability φι(t), where 16 Ω represents the state of the system. Let
dμ(t).

= 1 J A^E
It is easily seen that Tμ(E) is a Borel measure. It represents the probability measure for the state of the system after unit time. Tμ is defined by (2.6) Since μ=μ + -μ-, it is clearly sufficient to prove (2.10) for the case μ^>0. Let
)=\ φ t (t)dμ(t)
It is easy to see that
the convergence being in the sense of 3Jί(ί7). Hence t t) dp.it)
since the series (2.9) converges uniformly 3 .
2 Operators of the type U have been considered, and both convergence and ($-1 convergence theorems for the iterates U n obtained by Ocinescu, Mihoc, Doeblin, Fortet, Ionescu Tulcea and Marinescu [1O, 3, 4, 6, 7] . 3 This adjointness lemma expresses the fact that if ίi, ί 2? represents the process then E{E{x(f 2 )\ U}} = E{x(t 2 )}.
3. Absorption assumptions. 4 The first additional assumption to be made is that each of a finite number of the boundary points is an absorbing point, that is, we assume (3.1) Φι(r*)=l i=l, 2, ...,m.
This together with (2.3) ensure that r 4 (i=l, 2, •••, m) are absorbing points. (Since ΣΦsίO^l a n ( i ^ is compact, it is not possible to extend the assumption (3.1) to an infinite number of the boundary points rj. The assumption (3.1) is strengthened as follows :
We assume that about each absorbing point τ i (1 <I i <J m) , an open sphere Σ* m^y be drawn with centre r t on which the infinite product
converges uniformly (the convergence being in the sense of infinite products that is, the limit is nonzero). Clearly assumption (3.2) together with (2.2) imply (3.1). Finally, m the assumption is made that for each teΩ-\J Σt there is a finite se-
quence of transformations
where n, j lf j 2 , ••, j n depend on t, such that A 3 A 3n _ χ A 5 f is in one of the spheres Σ« (1 ^ ί ^ w) and such that each term of the sequence
is greater than zero. Assumptions (3.2) and (3.3) imply that no matter what the initial state of the system there is always positive probability of reaching an absorbing point after an infinite number of steps. We conclude this section with the following lemma which is a consequence of (3.1). LEMMA 
U preserves the values at the absorbing points, that is,
(3.4) Uxiτ^xiτ,), i«l, 2, ...,
m where x(t)e&(Ω).
Proof. Since
Σ i φ ι (t)=-1 and φ*(£)^0
Cf. discussion Bush and Mosteller, [2, .
for each I, we have by assumption (3.1) that
The result follows by (2.3) from the definition (2.9) of U. Since O<IΛ<1, ^λ n converges and hence, by a theorem on infinite 5 These assumptions link up with those given by other authors [1O, 3, 4, 6, 7] .
products Π(l-W^)) converges uniformly on Σ* Thus ΠΦiWO Proof. Without loss of generality we consider the case where i=l. Let {f tι (t)} form a nonincreasing sequence of functions which by assumption (3.2) converges uniformly on Σι t° a function f(t). It follows that f(t) is continuous, and thus since/ n (τ 1 ) = l (by (2.3) and (3.1)) and therefore /( Γl )=l, w e have that given any positive number 3 (0<£<l), there exists a neighbourhood V of τ λ (contained in Σi) o n which /(ί)> δ, which implies /"(£)> ^ for all n.
Choose 3"> 1 -e/||a?|| and let q be a positive integer such that 
where each set Ω τ has the property that there is a finite chain of transformations of length n t (that is, ^=the number of transformations in the chain) which when applied successively transform each point of Ω t into one of the sphere S t (i=l, 2, •••, m) say S ly and which has the property that the conditional probabilities of applying the transformations of the chain are respectively I> δ h , δ h , , δ t , where each of these numbers is greater than zero.
Let w o =max^. The length of the chain n τ for each Ω τ may be extended to n Q preserving the above properties. For if t e S τ (1 < I < m), A ι teS ι by (2.1) and Φι(t)>δ 0 by (6.2) . Let £= min (<J, 4 , δ 0 ).
With these values of n 0 and δ, the lemma is established. LEMMA 6.2. Let {% p (t)} be a sequence of functions in E(β) with the following properties
where H is a constant. Proof. Given ε > 0, there exist by (6.5) spheres S t (e) with centres
Hence by (6.4) and Lemma (3.1) (6.6) I U n x p (t)\ < e/2, * e 0 S,(ε), all w, p.
There is no loss in generality in assuming the spheres S^e) so chosen that
Thus the spheres £ έ (ε) (i=l, 2, •••, m) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 6.1. The positive integer n Q and the positive number δ obtained in the lemma depend here on e. Let (6.8) α=l---δ"o.
Since 0 < δ <I 1, it follows that 0 < a < 1. We now show that for all p (6.9) \\U kn oχ p \\^μ, fc=0, 1, 2, ...
where /*&=== max (cΛEZ, ε). We prove (6.9) by induction. Clearly by (6.3) it is true for &=0. Suppose it is true for k.
= y
Consider £ fixed. By Lemma 6.1, there is associated with t a finite sequence of n 0 transformations A jχ , A H , , A Jn (depending on t) which 
(t)φ h (A h t). • -Φ^A^ • -A
In (6.10) we take inequalities with absolute values and separate out the term corresponding to the above sequence and proceed as in § 5 (between the relations (5.4) and (5.5) ) to obtain by the induction hypothesis
(6.6), (6.11) and (6.12) give
Since μ k^> ε, we have μ t -ε/2^ 1/2^. Hence (^) by (6.8) . Proof. Let x(t) be a fixed point of U with ^(r έ )=0 (i = l, 2, , m). We apply Lemma 6.2 to the family of functions consisting of the single function x(t). Since U n x=x all n, the conditions of the lemma are trivially satisfied and hence lim ||Z7 w #||=0, that is, ||a?||==0. Therefore the first part of the lemma is proved. If x(t), y(t) are two fixed points in S(fl) such that »(r 4 ) = 2/ίr,) (i=l, 2, •••, m) then, applying the first part of the lemma to the function z(t)=x(t) -y(t), we obtain £(£)== 0. Hence the lemma is proved. 9 Probability interpretation of Λ(t). It is easy to see from the definition (2.9) of U, that U n φ ι {t) represents the probability, that given the initial state of the system is t> that at the end of the (rc-fl)stunit time interval the transformation A t is applied. ^(£)=lim U n φ i {t) thus
W->oo
represents the limiting probability of applying A if given that initially the state of the system is t. Another point of view is obtained from (8.2) . If δ tQ is the prom bability measure concentrated at the single point ί 0 , then T«A 0 =Σ Ψι{U)δn so that Ψt(t 0 ) gives the probability that if the initial state is t Q , the limiting state is τ i#
To sum up, we have two probability interpretations for Ψi(t):
(1) Limiting probability as n -> oo that at the nth step in the process, the transformation A t is applied, given that the initial state is t. (2) Probability that the limiting state is r 4 , given that the initial state is t.
I wish to express my thanks to the referee for some useful comments.
